eLearnit 2020 Virtual Conference

Navigating Through COVID‐19 to Ensure Quality Learning
9‐11 June 2020

Dear Sir / Madame,
We would like to express our thanks in your vital contribution to eLearnit 2020. It has
brought robust value to the learning experience. We have received questions from our
attendees that were not put forward during the live session. We hope you do not mind
answering them so these may be uploaded onto the conference website as additional
resource. You may choose not to answer any questions that were already tackled during the
live session. Please insert your responses after each question below.

Name of Speaker: Ms. Solange Jarjour
Date and Time of Presentation: 9th June 2020
Title of Presentation: Anytime, Anywhere Learning using Microsoft Teams
Questions:
1. The main issue for Bahrain schools was the space!!! The upload was limited to a size
that they can’t send long or high‐quality video? Is it from Microsoft or Ministry of
education?
1.Upload the video to one drive and share the link.
2.Create a channel in Stream and upload the videos
2. How can I download the chat history in Team?
Copy and paste, so far no direct way
3. Is there a method to record the attandance in the meeting?
Add insight, it will give you presise data of the attendance
4. How about translate app?
What is the question?
5. You mentioned Kahoot. How about EDPuzzle and QUIZZIZ? Can MS Teams
accommodate those as well?
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Put it as suggested features, engineers always look at these suggested features.
6. Are there plans to expand the numbre of participants from 250 to more?
Now a meeting can accomomdate around 300 till 350
7. Currently we can see 9 participants at 1 time on the screen, will this function also
increase the number of view to more? like zoom?
Microsoft announed that you will be able to see 49 person per meeting
8. Do you have advance options like item analysis for the quizzes on MS teams?
Download Insight , it will give you more analysis
9. How can you add a channel and make it live?
What you mean make it live
10. What about proctoring ‐ live video of the student and his desktop when doing an
exam online
As of now you can use teams video call to proctore them
11. Can I add a video in microsoft forms along with the questions so the students watch
and answer at the same time?
Check my video on this: https://youtu.be/fFdEOMLPJi0

12. For Arabic‐ it is all aligned to left while Arabic should be aligned to right?
Which interface
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